Surrounded by the most beautiful and romantic gardens, the hotel offers perfect settings for you to reside and explore the beautiful city.

Located in Barcelona’s main avenue, the Diagonal, Rey Juan Carlos I Hotel has splendid panoramic views over the city and the sea. This property has an easy access to the airport and the motorways to Madrid, France and the Mediterranean coastline. This property offers well decorated guest rooms with most of them having spectacular views over Barcelona. The rooms are well equipped and immaculately furnished, catering to all the details that one looks for. Attentive room service is also available in order to make your stay as easy and comfortable as possible.

Located near Diagonal Avenue, Arenas Atiram Hotel Barcelona is placed close to the city’s most important business centre. The hotel is surrounded by the best stores, which offers an extensive variety of products and services, where you can spend a day shopping or enjoy the unforgettable cultural moments. It also has best connections to the historic centre by underground and bus.

The hotel has comfortable guestrooms that are well furnished and equipped with a host of modern amenities. Attentive room service is also available for your convenience.

Special rate for EMUC 2017, Breakfast Buffet and VAT included:

- Double Room Single Use per night: 255,20€
- Double Room per night: 273,90€
- Parking (fee required)

Closest Metro: MARIA CRISTINA, Line 3 (green line), (5 min. walking distance from the Catalonia Palace of Congresses)
Closest Buses: 7, 33, 67, 68, 74, (5 min. walking distance from the Catalonia Palace of Congresses)

The NH Sants Barcelona hotel, is located in the heart of Barcelona’s financial district, just a few steps from the trade fair and the Sants train station. You can get to the city center in 15 minutes on the metro and Camp Nou, the home ground of Barcelona’s soccer team, is only 20 minutes away on foot.

Our guest rooms are light and spacious, with crisp, contemporary décor. Air conditioning and free Wi-Fi come as standard and some of the upper floor rooms get panoramic views across the city. Junior Suites and Suites also have a private terrace, some looking out towards the Olympic Village.

Closest Tram: L’ILLA, Line T1, T2, T3 (5 / 10 min. to the Catalonia Palace of Congresses – stop: ZONA UNIVERSITARIA)

Special rate for EMUC 2017, Breakfast Buffet and VAT included:

- Double Room Single Use per night: 137,00€
- Double Room per night: 142,00€
- Public parkings nearby (fee required)

Closest Metro: PLAÇA DEL CENTRE, Line 3 (green line), (15 / 20 min. to the Catalonia Palace of Congresses – stop: ZONA UNIVERSITARIA)
Closest Buses: 59, 66, 78 (10 / 15 min. to the Catalonia Palace of Congresses – stop: ZONA UNIVERSITARIA)
Located at the end of Diagonal Avenue and across the street from Catalunya convention centre, Abba Garden Hotel Barcelona is placed next to Sant Joan de Déu Hospital and is 10 minutes from the airport. All the 138 accommodation units at the abba hotel are beautifully furnished and equipped with several modern amenities. Specially designed rooms for the disabled guests are also available. The hotel also offers an outdoor swimming pool, fitness centre, spa and sauna for health conscious guests.

Special rate for EMUC 2017, Breakfast Buffet and VAT included:
- Double Room Single Use per night: 130,00€
- Double Room per night: 140,00€
- Parking (fee required),

To the Catalonia Congress Centre:
- About 15 min. walking through Cervantes Garden.
- Closest Buses: Bus Stops are at 2 min. walking from the hotel.
- Buses to the Catalonia Congress Centre: "ESPLUBUS" and "JUST METRO" 10 to 15 minutes ride according to traffic.
- Hospital Sant Joan de Déu bus stop (near the Hotel) - Av de l’Exercit/Gonzalez Tablas bus stop (near the Catalonia Congress Centre)
- From Monday to Friday, approximately every 15 minutes, on Saturday approximately every 20 minutes, (no service on Sunday and legal holiday)
- To down town:
  - Buses: to Plaza Universidad: Bus 63, to Plaza Catalunya: Bus 22, to Barcelona Sants Railway Station: Bus 78
  - Closest Tram: ZONA UNIVERSITARIA, Lines T1, T2, T3, (15 min. walking distance from the Hotel)
  - Closest Metro: ZONA UNIVERSITARIA, Line 3 (green line), (15 min. walking distance from the Hotel)

The fully renovated Meliá Barcelona Sarriá is a luxury city hotel with a strategic location in the financial, cultural and commercial heart of the city of Barcelona. A stone’s throw from the city’s main tourist attractions. Five minutes from Paseo de Gracia and La Pedrera, and just ten minutes from Sagrada Familia and Parque Güell. The hotel also offers an outdoor swimming pool, fitness centre, spa and sauna for health conscious guests.

Special rate for EMUC 2017, Breakfast Buffet and VAT included:
- Double Room Single Use per night: 187,00€
- Double Room per night: 203,50€
- Parking (fee required),

To the Catalonia Congress Centre:
- About 15 min. walking through Cervantes Garden.
- Closest Buses: Bus Stops are at 2 min. walking from the hotel.
- Buses to the Catalonia Congress Centre: "ESPLUBUS" and "JUST METRO" 10 to 15 minutes ride according to traffic.
- Hospital Sant Joan de Déu bus stop (near the Hotel) - Av de l’Exercit/Gonzalez Tablas bus stop (near the Catalonia Congress Centre)
- From Monday to Friday, approximately every 15 minutes, on Saturday approximately every 20 minutes, (no service on Sunday and legal holiday)
- To the Catalonia Congress Centre:
  - About 15 min. walking through Cervantes Garden.
  - Closest Buses: Bus Stops are at 2 min. walking from the hotel.
  - Buses to the Catalonia Congress Centre: "ESPLUBUS" and "JUST METRO" 10 to 15 minutes ride according to traffic.
  - Hospital Sant Joan de Déu bus stop (near the Hotel) - Av de l’Exercit/Gonzalez Tablas bus stop (near the Catalonia Congress Centre)
- From Monday to Friday, approximately every 15 minutes, on Saturday approximately every 20 minutes, (no service on Sunday and legal holiday)
- To down town:
  - Buses: to Plaza Universidad: Bus 63, to Plaza Catalunya: Bus 22, to Barcelona Sants Railway Station: Bus 78
  - Closest Tram: ZONA UNIVERSITARIA, Lines T1, T2, T3, (15 min. walking distance from the Hotel)
  - Closest Metro: ZONA UNIVERSITARIA, Line 3 (green line), (15 min. walking distance from the Hotel)

Tram: FRANCESC MACIÀ, Line T1, T2, T3
- (15 min. to the Catalonia Palace of Congresses – stop: ZONA UNIVERSITARIA)
- Buses: 7, 67
- (20 min. to the Catalonia Palace of Congresses – stop: ZONA UNIVERSITARIA)

Special rate for EMUC 2017, Breakfast Buffet and VAT included:
- Double Room Single Use per night: 187,00€
- Double Room per night: 203,50€
- Parking (fee required)
Map

1. **Palau de Congressos de Catalunya** (Venue of the Meeting EMUC17)
2. **Hotel Rey Juan Carlos I**
3. **Abba Garden Hotel**
4. **Arenas Atiram Hotel**
5. **Hotel NH Sants Barcelona**
6. **Meliá Barcelona Sarriá**